
  Agreement    
 

I                                                                 agree to CANadda’s following terms. 
 

CANadda wants anyone coming to CANadda to feel welcome and safe as it is important for CANadda to make our 
social events and environment a safe and happy place. For everyone to achieve this we have put together an 

agreement for everyone to sign and we expect everyone while coming to CANadda to abide by our rules.  
 

• We ask you while coming to CANadda to look after each other and be friendly towards others, have respect, 
be kind, polite, not to make any insults or make fun towards another member. We ask for no swearing, no 
vaping or smoking in front of other members or CANadda leader/staff 
 

Do not bully or abuse anyone either physically, verbally, or emotionally in person or online 
 

• Confidentiality – Any issues that come up while you are attending any social events with in the group should 

not be shared outside the group or repeated without permission first unless there is a safe guarding issue, if so 
CANadda or the chairperson needs to be told straight away  
 

• Meeting other members outside CANadda or contacting them is not the responsibility or anything to do with 

CANadda this will always be the responsibility of the individuals that meet up outside of CANadda. This is  
for your own personal safety, it is always advised that you tell a close friend or relative where you are going, 
who you are meeting and when you expect to be home. Never give out personal information including banking 

details and home address. It is best that any friendships made with other members stay within CANadda. 
CANadda has insurance, rules, and boundaries and CANadda will not be able to safeguard any members 
while not at CANadda. Any issues arising outside of CANadda are to remain outside CANadda.  
 

• We recommended for your own personal safety to refrain from befriending any other members on social 
media platforms especially when you do not know them. So, for your own safety, we recommend you not to be 

in groups on any social media platforms outside of CANadda. It can cause confusion as members may think 
they are CANadda on official chat. If Debbie Marshall is not in a chat group, it is not an official CANadda 
chat. Please be aware we do not always get to know our members very well. 
 

• No one is allowed to use any of CANadda social media platforms for their own personal reasons 
 

• There is to be no touching other members including hugs while attending any CANadda social meets. Do not touch 
anyone without their permission, do not sit on anyone’s lap, sit side by side only. Do not go into toilet cubicles with 
another person. Please not CANadda is not a dating agency.   
 

• On any day trips it is important that members listen to Debbie or CANadda leader, do not wander off or go off alone or 
with someone without letting Debbie or whoever is leading the group know. Sometimes CANadda may ask for parents, 
carers, guardians to accompany members at events where there is not enough support in place.  
 

• Photography – Any photos taken at an official CANadda event are allowed. However, if any photos show 

CANadda members and you want to put them on any social media platform, permission must be sought from 

Debbie/CANadda first. Not everyone gives CANadda permission to put their images on social media and 

some members could get very upset if they find their picture where it should not be. 
 

CANadda reserve the right to remove any members they feel are causing trouble and upsetting the harmony of the 

group. We ask that you abide by the above rules, and keep personal life outside of CANadda, especially on chat 

groups, as they can be controversial, political, and offensive to others. We do not want any members getting upset by 

any disputes outside CANadda. CANadda will not get involved or take sides. 
 

If anyone is unsure about the above rules you are welcome to speak to Debbie Marshall. 
 

Sign         Date 
 
I hereby give permission for CANadda to use any photos or images that are taken can be used on CANadda’s web 

site or any other publication. 
 
Sign         Date 


